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Nuclear Innovation
North America LLC
4000 Avenue F, Suite A
Bay City, Texas 77414

April 10, 2012
U7-C-NINA-NRC-120029

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville MD 20852-2738

South Texas Project
Units 3 and 4

Docket Nos. 52-012 and 52-013
Response to Request for Additional Information

Reference: Letter, Scott Head to Document Control Desk, "Response to Request for Additional
Information," U7-C-NINA-NRC-120001, (ML 12018A387) dated January 12, 2012.

Attached is a supplement to the response to the NRC staff question in Request for Additional
Information (RAI) letter 414, related to the Combined License Application (COLA) Part 2, Tier 2,
Section 2.3S, Meteorology. The original response was provided in the letter referenced above.
This supplemental response to the NRC staff question is designated:

02.03.01-24 Supplement 1

There are no commitments in this letter.

When a change to the COLA is indicated, it will be incorporated in the next routine revision of the
COLA following the NRC acceptance of the RAI response.

If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact me at (361) 972-7136 or
Bill Mookhoek at (361) 972-7274.

STI 33437045
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on oleo/L

Scott Head
Manager, Regulatory Affairs
South Texas Project Units 3 & 4

rhb

Attachment: RAI 02.03.01-24 Supplement 1
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02.03.01-24

OUESTION:

10 CFR 52.79(a)(1)(iii) states, in part, that the COL FSAR should include the meteorological
characteristics of the proposed site with appropriate consideration of the most severe of the
natural phenomena that have been historically reported for the site and surrounding area and with
sufficient margin for the limited accuracy, quantity, and period of time in which the historical
data have been accumulated. 10 CFR 100.20(c)(2) states that the meteorological characteristics
of the site that are necessary for safety analysis or that may have an impact upon plant design
must be identified and characterized and 10 CFR 100.21(d) states, in part, that the
meteorological characteristics of the site must be evaluated and site parameters established such
that potential threats from such physical characteristics will pose no undue risk to the type of
facility proposed to be located at the site.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2 requires that SSCs that are important to safety be designed
to withstand the effects of natural phenomena, such as tornadoes and hurricanes, without loss of
the ability to perform their safety functions. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 4 requires that
SSCs that are important to safety be appropriately protected against the effects of missiles that
may result from events and conditions outside the nuclear power unit.

Nuclear power plants mustobe designed so that they roemain in a safe condition under extreme
meteorological events, including those that could result in the most extreme wind events
(tornadoes and hurricanes) that could reasonably be predicted to occur at the site. Initially, the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (predecessor to the NRC) considered tornadoes to be the
bounding extreme wind events and issued RG 1.76, "Design-Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power
Plants," in April 1974. The design-basis tornado wind speeds were chosen so that the
probability that a tornado exceeding the design basis would occur was on the order of 10-7 per
year per nuclear power plant. In March 2007, the NRC issued Revision 1 of RG 1.76, "Design-
Basis Tornado and Tornado Missiles for Nuclear Power Plants." Revision 1 of RG 1.76 relied on
the Enhanced Fujita Scale, which was implemented by the National Weather Service in February
2007. The Enhanced Fujita Scale is a revised assessment relating tornado damage to wind speed,
which resulted in a decrease in design-basis tornado wind speed criteria in Revision 1 of RG
1.76. Since design-basis tornado wind speeds were decreased as a result of the analysis
performed to update RG 1.76, it was no longer clear that the revised tornado design basis wind
speeds would bound design-basis hurricane wind speeds in all areas of the United States. This
prompted an investigation into extreme wind gusts during hurricanes and their relation to design
basis hurricane wind speeds, which resulted in issuing RG 1.221, "Design-Basis Hurricane and
Hurricane Missiles for Nuclear Power Plants," in October 2011.

RG 1.221 also evaluated missile velocities associated with several types of missiles considered
for different hurricane wind speeds. The hurricane missile analyses presented in RG 1.221 are
based on missile aerodynamic and initial condition assumptions that are similar to those used for
the analyses of tornado-borne missile velocities adopted for Revision I to RG 1.76. However,
the assumed hurricane wind field differs from the assumed tornado wind field in that the
hurricane wind field does not change spatially during the missile's flight time but does vary with
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height above the ground. Because the size of the hurricane zone with the highest winds is large
relative to the size of the missile trajectory, the hurricane missile is subjected to the highest wind
speeds throughout its trajectory. In contrast, the tornado wind field is smaller, so the tornado
missile is subject to the strongest winds only at the beginning of its flight. This results in the
same missile having a higher maximum velocity in a hurricane wind field than in a tornado wind
field with the same maximum (3-second gust) wind speed.

The STP COLA incorporates by reference the ABWR Design Control Document (DCD).
Section 3.5.1.4 of the DCD states, in part, that "tornado-generated missiles have been determined
to be the limiting natural phenomena hazard in the design of all structures required for safe
shutdown of the nuclear power plant. Since tornado missiles are used in the design basis, it is
not necessary to consider missiles generated from other natural phenomena." However, Section
3.5.4.2 of the DCD states, in part, that the COL applicant "shall identify missiles generated by
other site-specific natural phenomena that may be more limiting than those considered in the
ABWR design and shall provide protection for the structures, systems, and components against
such missiles."

Accordingly, the applicant is requested to address the following:

a. Consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 52.79(a)(1)(iii), 10 CFR 100.20(c)(2), 10
CFR 100.21 (d), and the Combined License Information requirement of ABWR DCD
Section 3.5.4, please identify.hurricane wind speed and missile spectra for the STP site.
RG 1.221 describes a method that the staff considers acceptable in selecting site-specific
hurricane wind speed and hurricane-generated missiles.

b. Pursuant to the requirements of GDC 2, GDC 4, and the Combined License Information
requirement of ABWR DCD Section 3.5.4, please confirm that the ABWR standard plant
and STP site-specific SSCs important to safety are designed to protect against the
combined effects of hurricane winds and missiles defined in question a above.

c. Please revise the appropriate FSAR sections to appropriately reflect the results of
questions a and b above.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE:

The first part of the response to this RAI was submitted with Nuclear Innovation North America
(NINA) letter U7-C-N1NA-NRC-120001, dated January 12, 2012. This response included
changes to COLA Part 2, Tier 2, Table 2,0-2, "Comparison of ABWR Standard Plant Site
Design Parameters and STP 3 & 4 Site Characteristics," and stated that required changes to
COLA Part 2, Tier 2, Chapter 3, COLA Part 7, and COLA Part 9 would be provided in a
supplemental response.
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Subsequent to the submission of the first part of the response to this RAI, draft copies of the
proposed changes to COLA Part 2, Tier 2, Chapter 3, COLA Part 7, and COLA Part 9, and
related issues were addressed during an NRC audit performed during the week of February 27,
2012. A Punch List of NRC questions or concerns related to these draft COLA changes was
developed.

This supplement provides responses to Punch List Items 202, 205 to 209, 212, 215, 221, and 226
to 230 discussed in the NRC audit performed during the week of February 27, 2012 which are
followed by proposed changes to COLA Part 2, Tier 2, Chapter 3, COLA Part 7, and COLA Part
9 that incorporate resolutions of these Punch List Items.

Each of the above 14 Punch List Items is addressed below:

1. Justify validity of the last sentence on page 42 (section 4.3.3. 1b) of the Guideline document
used for missile evaluation (U7-PROJ-S-RPT-STR U-6003). (Audit Action Item 3.8-52,
Punch List Item 202)

In subsequent discussions with the NRC, the NRC staff stated that they agreed with the last
sentence on page 42 of the guideline document. However, the staff was concerned that since
the dynamic load factor (DLF) computation depends on the duration of the impact force, use
of 0.1 sec. impact duration may result in unconservative DLF and impact force.

The methodology in the subject guideline document considers an impact duration of 0.1 sec.
which is based on impact duration for a 4000 lb car shown in Figure 4.3 of the guideline
document. Although it is true that the DLF is a function of the impact duration, in
comparison to other methodologies/formulation accepted by the NRC, the final resulting
force using the guideline document methodology is conservative. This is shown below.

" Bechtel topical report BC-TOP-9A, "Design of Structures for Missile Impact" has been
accepted by the NRC for missile impact evaluations. Equation 5-1 in Section 5.1 of the
report provides the formulation for determination of impact force. Using Equation 5.1,
for a 4000 lb auto missile with horizontal velocity of 134 mph, the maximum impact
force will be about 490 kips. For a triangular impulse, the peak DLF is less than 1.7.
Considering a peak DLF of 1.7 and 490 kip impact force, the equivalent static impact
force will be 833 kips (1.7 x 490 = 833 kips).

* Using the guideline document methodology, for a 4000 lb auto with horizontal velocity
of 134 mph and using a minimum DLF of 1.0, the minimum impact force will be about
1027 kips (i.e. 134 x 460/60).

As can be seen from the above, even when using a minimum DLF of 1.0, the guideline
document methodology yields a higher impact force (i.e. 1027 kips vs. 833 kips).
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2. Revise Inspections, Tests, and Analyses to the language similar to Tables 3.0-1 for 3.0-25,
26, 27, and 28. (Audit Action Item 3.8-56, Punch List Item 205)

See Enclosure for COLA markups.

3. ITAAC markups will be based on COLA Revision 7. (Audit Action Item 3.8-57, Punch List
Item 206)

See Enclosure for COLA markups.

4. Add minimum thickness (penetration, perforation, and spalling) statement to Section 3H. 11
for RB and CB. (Audit Action Item 3.8-58, Punch List Item 207)

See Enclosure for COLA markups for Sections 3H. 11.3.1 and 3H. 11.3.2.

5. Add panel assessment for RB and CB to Section 3H11. (Audit Action Item 3.8-59, Punch
List Item 208)

See Item, 13 below.

6. Add reference to Figure 3H. 6-141 (DGFOSV isometric view) to DGFOSV design table in
COLA. (Audit Action Item 3.8-60, Punch List Item 209)

Note 1 of COLA Table 3H.6-11 will be revised to provide reference to Figure 3H.6-141. See
Enclosure for COLA markups.

7. Perform a hurricane stability evaluationfor I1/I buildings and structures. Document results
in the COLA markup. (Audit Action Item 3.8-63, Punch List Item 212)

See Enclosure for COLA markups for Section 3H. 11.3.7.

8. Add a note to Table 3H.9-1 indicating that "The Radwaste Building Structure is designed for
tornado missiles and hurricane missiles as described. The large openings at and above
grade are not missile protected." (Audit Action Item 3.8-66, Punch List Item 215)

See Enclosure for COLA markups for Table 3H.9-1.
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9. Confirm that the grating do not allow 1 "sphere to pass through. (Punch List Item 221)

COLA Section 3H.6.3.2 will be revised to state that the spacing between grating bars is 15/16
inch, thereby preventing entrance of 1 inch sphere. See Enclosure for COLA markups.

10. Please clarify scope ofR WIIa criteria used for design of R W Building. (Punch List
Item 226)

See Item 8 above.

11. 3H.11: Hurricane - Load combination 1.6S =, Note that for shear 1.4S (Punch List
Item 227)

A note will be added to the structural steel load combination in Section 3H. 11. See
Enclosure for COLA markups.

12. Table 3H.6-5, Note 1: Wth is not in Section 3H.6.4.3.4.1; 3H.6-12, 3H.6-16, 3H, 7-2; Stability
factor for RB is missing? IN/I structures (Punch List Item 228)

Definition of Wth in Tables 3H.6-5, 3H.6-12, 3H.6-16, and 3H.7-2 will be revised. See

Enclosure for COLA markups.

Table 3H.1-23 will be revised to address RB stability. See Enclosure for COLA markups.

For 1I/I structures, see Item 7 above.

13. Missile impact evaluation - RB, CB, RSW Piping Tunnel (Punch List Item 229)

Based on the existing DCD design for tornado missiles and detailed panel assessments of
UHS/RSW Pump House, DGFOSV and DGFOT, the RB, CB and RSW Piping Tunnel
exterior walls and roof panels are adequate for site-specific hurricane missiles. This is based
on the following:

A. Evaluation Parameters for UHS/RSW Pump House, DGFOSV and DGFOT.:

UHS/RSW Pump House panel assessment included 24 inches and 72 inches thick walls as
well as 18.5 inches thick roof slabs. DGFOSV and DGFOT assessments included 24 inches
thick walls and roof slabs.
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In the above panel assessments, the following missile parameters were used:

* Hurricane wind of 210 mph (338 km/h)
* A 4000 lb (1810 kg) auto missile, horizontal velocity of 59.7 m/s and vertical velocity of

26 m/s (only applicable to 30 feet above grade)
* A 287 lb (130 kg) schedule 40 pipe with horizontal velocity of 46.5 m/s and vertical

velocity of 26 m/s

Note: for panel assessments, the 1 inch steel sphere missile is excluded since this missile is
very light (only 0.147 lb) and not critical for panel assessment.

For RSW Piping Tunnels, the hurricane missile impact is only applicable to the above grade
access regions of the tunnel. In these access regions the walls are 36 inches thick and the
roof panels are 24 inches thick and the maximum height above grade is 19 feet.

B. DCD Evaluation Parameters for RB and CB:

The DCD design for tornado and tornado generated missiles are based on the following
parameters:

* Tornado wind of 300 mph (483 km/h)
* A 1800 kg auto missile with horizontal velocity of 47 m/s and vertical velocity of 32.9

m/s (only applicable to 30 feet above grade)
* A 125 kg armor piercing artillery shell with horizontal velocity of 47 m/s and vertical

velocity of 32.9 m/s

In the RB, the minimum exterior wall thickness from grade to 30 feet above grade is 31.5
inches, the minimum exterior wall thickness above 30 feet above grade is 16.7 inches and the
roof slab is 13.2 inches thick.

In the CB, the minimum exterior wall thickness is 23.6 inches and the roof slab is 15.75
inches thick. In addition, the exterior walls of the CB are significantly shielded from
hurricane missiles as follows:

* The north wall is shielded by the Turbine Building
* The south wall is shielded by the Reactor Building
" The east wall is shielded by the Service Building
* The west wall is partially shielded by the Control Building Annex
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C. Comparison of DCD Tornado and Hurricane Missiles:

The following are noted based on the comparison of DCD tornado missiles to those for site-
specific hurricane:

" The auto missile weights are nearly identical.
* The schedule 40 pipe and armor piercing artillery shells both simulate non-deformable

missiles and have similar weights (130 kg vs. 125 kg). Thus these missiles are
comparable.

" The vertical velocity of DCD tornado missiles is significantly higher than the vertical
velocity for hurricane missiles. Thus, DCD roof design for tornado missiles envelopes
site-specific hurricane missiles.

* The horizontal velocity of DCD armor piercing artillery shell missile and hurricane
schedule 40 pipe missile are nearly the same. Since the missile weights and velocities are
almost identical, DCD designs for armor piercing artillery shell missiles will be adequate
for hurricane schedule 40 pipe missiles.

* Horizontal velocity of the hurricane auto missile is about 27% higher than the horizontal
velocity of the DCD auto missile (i.e. 59.7 m/s vs. 47 m/s).

Based on the above comparison, further evaluation is only required for horizontal hurricane
auto missile.

D. Panel Assessment of RB and CB for Hurricane Auto Missile:

Hurricane auto missiles are not applicable for heights greater than 30 feet above grade. The
minimum RB wall thickness for elevations less than 30 feet above grade is 31.5 inches. For
the CB, the minimum wall thickness for elevations less than 30 feet above grade is 23.6
inches which is functionally equivalent to the 24 inch thick panels used in the DGFOSV and
DGFOT. Since typical 24 inch thick panels of DGFOSV and DGFOT are adequate for site-
specific hurricane auto missile, the RB and CB wall panels will be adequate for hurricane
auto missiles.

E. Panel Assessment for RSW Piping Tunnels:

The minimum thickness of the exterior wall and roof slab panels for the RSW Piping Tunnel
access areas are 36 inches and 24 inches, respectively. Since typical 24 inch thick panels of
DGFOSV and DGFOT are adequate for site-specific hurricane auto missile, the RSW Piping
Tunnel wall and roof panels will be adequate for hurricane auto missiles.

See Enclosure for COLA markups for Sections 3H. 11.3.1 through 3H. 11.3.3.
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14. For each structure describe the Hurricane wind evaluation and refer to the Tables or some
discussion. (Punch List Item 230)

See Enclosure for COLA markups for Sections 3H. 11.3.1 through 3H. 11.3.6.
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Enclosure

COLA MARK-UPS
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3.3 Wind and Tornado Loadings

The information in this section of the reference ABWR DCD, including all subsections
and tables, is incorporated by reference with the following departure and
supplements.

STD DEP T1 2.15-1

stP D

Design requirements for STP 3 & 4 due to hurricane winds and hurricane generated
missiles are described in Section 3H. 11.1

3.4 Water Level (Flood) Design

The information in this section of the reference ABWR DCD, including all subsections
and tables and figures, is incorporated by reference with the following supplements
and departures.

STP DEP T1 5.0-1 (Table 3.4-1)

STD DEP T1 2.3-1

STD DEP T1 2.15-1

STP DEP 1.2-2

STD DEP 3.8-1

STPDbEP -3.5J,

3.4.3.1 Flood Elevation

STP DEP 3.5-2

The watertight doors shall be designed for the following loads and load combinations
(see Section 3H. 11 for. hurricane winds and hurricane generated missiles):

S = D + W+ Po

3.5 Missile Protection

The information in this section of the reference ABWR DCD, including all
subsections, tables, and figures, is incorporated by reference with following
departure and supplements.

STP DEP 3.5-1 (Table 3.5-1 and Figure 3.5-2)

STP DEP 3.5-21
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3.5.1.4 Missiles~ Generated by Natural Phenomena

STP DEP 3.5-2

Tornad/hurricange-generated missiles have been determined to be the limiting
natural phenomena hazard in the design of all structures required for safe shutdown
of the nuclear power plant. Since tornadolhurricane missiles are used in the design
basis, it is not necessary to consider missiles generated from other natural
phenomena. The design basis tornado for the ABWR Standard Plant is the maximum
tornado windspeed corresponding to a probability of IOE-7 per year (483 km/h). The
other characteristics of this tornado are summarized in Subsection 3.3.2.1. The
design basis tornado missiles are per SRP 3.5.1.4, Spectrum I.

Using the design basis tornado and missile spectrum as defined above with the
design of the Seismic Category I buildings, compliance with all of the positions of
Regulatory Guide 1.117, "Tornado Design Classification," Positions C. I and C.2 is
assured.

The SGTS charcoal absorber beds are housed in the tornado resistant reactor
building and, therefore, are protected from the design basis tornado missiles. The
offgas system charcoal absorber beds are located deep within the Turbine Building
and it is considered very unlikely that these beds could be ruptured as a result of a
design basis tornado missile. These features assure compliance with Position C.3 of
Regulatory Guide 1.117.

Design requirements for STP 3 & 4 due to hiurricane winds and hurricane generated
missiles are described in Section 3H.1 1.

See Subsections 3.5.4.2 and 3.5.4.4 for COL license information requirements.

3.5.4.2 Missiles Generated by Other Natural Phenomena

The following site-specific supplement addresses COL License Information
Item 3.10.

The only missiles generated by natural phenomena that have been identified, are
those generated by tornados and hurricanes. Tornado generated missiles are
described in Section 3.5.1.4. Of tornado and h-urrican issiles, tornado missilos
govern the design of safety related structuressystems, and components. Th

refrene AWR DOD tornado wind speeds, (300 mnph) ecxcoed those specGified in
Regulator; Guide 1.76, Rev 1 for this site and exceaed the design basis wind speed
for this site. Therefo~re all missiles generated by other natural phenomenaar
bounded by the reference ABVVR DGD tornado missiles specifled In SUbsection
3 5 144Hurricane missiles are described in Section 3H.1 1.
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3H Details and Evaluation Results of Seismic Category I Structures

The information in this appendix of the reference ABWR DCD, including all
subsections, tables, and figures as modified by the STP Nuclear Operating Company
Application to Amend the Design Certification rule for the U.S. Advanced Boiling
Water Reactor (ABWR), "ABWR STP Aircraft Impact Assessment (AIA) Amendment
Revision 3," dated September 23, 2010 is incorporated by reference with the
following departures and supplement.

STD DEP T1 2.15-1

STP DEP TI 5.0-1

STD DEP 1.8-1

STP DEP 3.5-2

ýSTD DEP 138-1 1

STD DEP 31-1-

STP DEP Admin

3H.1.6 Site Specific Structural Evaluation

•TP DEP 3.5-2

The following site specific supplement addresses the structural evaluation of the site
specific design parameters for STP 3 & 4.

As documented in Section 3.3 the ABWR Standard Plant Reactor Building (RB) wind
loads, and tornado loads bound these site parameters for STP 3 & 4. See Section
L3H.11 1 for hurricane winds and hurricane gekneratekd miýssiles§.

Hence the increased flood loading it-oesn't affect the Standard Plant RB structural
design. Increased flood level also increases the buoyancy force resulting in a revised
flotation factor of safety of 2.24. This factor exceeds required factor of safety of 1.1.
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3H.2.6 Site Specific Structural Evaluation
STP DEP 3.5.,

The following site specific supplement addresses the structural evaluation of the site
specific design parameters for STP 3 & 4.

As documented in Subsection 3.3, the ABWR Standard Plant Control Building (CB),
wind loads, and tornado loads bound these site specific parameters for STP 3 & 4.
'ee Section 3H.1 1 for hurricane winds-and hurricane generated missiles.

3H.3 Radwaste Building

This section of the reference ABWR DCD including all subsections, figures, and
tables is replaced completely. This is due to departures taken in the design of the
liquid and solid radioactive waste system.

STD DEP T1 2.15-1
STD DEP 11.2-1
STD DEP 11.4-1
STD DEP 3.8-1
~TP DEP 3.5-2

The Radwaste Building isa reinforced concrete structure located about 20 feet west
of the Reactor building. It is designed in accordance with the requirements of RG
1.143. Also, since the above grade height of this building exceeds the distance to
the Reactor Building, to ensure that the integrity of the Reactor Building is
maintained, the Radwaste Building design shall satisfy Il/I requirements (i.e. it cannot
collapse or come in contact with the Reactor Building under SSE and tornado tand
hurricdan loads).

The RWB is classified as RW-IIb (Hazardous) in accordance with RG 1.143. A
summary of the extreme environmental design parameters is presented in Table
3H.9-1. See Section 3H:! .Ifogr fhurickane winds anld hurricar'e generated missiles.

3H.6.2 Summary

JTP DEP 3.5-2

A summary of the extreme environmental design parameters is presented in Table
3H.9-1. See Section 3H.1 1 for hurricane winds and hurricane generatedtmissiles.

The thickness of the roof slabs and exterior walls are more than the minimum
required to preclude penetration, perforation, or spalling resulting from impact of
design basis tornado and. hurricane missiles. In addition, the passage of tornado
and hurricane missiles through openings in the roof slabs and exterior walls is
prevented by the use of missile-proof covers and doors, or the trajectory of
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missiles through ventilation openings is limited by labyrinth walls configured to
prevent safety-related substructures and components from being impacted.

3H.6.3.2 Ultimate Heat Sink Cooling Tower Enclosures

The cooling tower enclosure for each unit is a reinforced concrete structure housing
the equipment used to cool the water for the RSW system. The enclosure is located
above the UHS basin and is supported by reinforced concrete columns anchored to
the basin mat foundation. The enclosure is 292 ft (89.0 m) long by 52 ft (15.85 m)
wide and extends from the top of the UHS basin walls to elevation 153 ft (46.63 m)
MSL. Each enclosure is divided into six compartments or cells, with each
compartment housing a fan and associated equipment. Openings are provided at the
base of each compartment to allow for the flow of water. Each compartment includes
a common basin at the base of the structure, air intake, and substructures and
components used to cool the water (fill, drift eliminators, spray system piping and
nozzles, and the associated concrete support beams). The air intakes for each
compartment are located at the bottom of the enclosures and are configured to
eliminate the trajectory of tornado and hurricaný missiles into the enclosures, thereby
preventing damage to safety-related components. In addition, each compartment
includes a reinforced concrete fan deck that supports the fan and the associated
motor. Finally, heavy steel grating, which is supported by structural steel beams, is
installed at the top of each compartment. This grating allows for the passage of air out
of the compartment and prevents the intrusion of tornado and hurricane wind-borne
missiles. The clear spacing of the grating bars is 1/l 6inch to prevent entrance of 1
inch steel sphere missiles.

3H.6.7 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Vaults (DGFOSV)

STP DEP_3.5-2

The Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Vaults (DGFOSV) are reinforced concrete
structures, located below grade with an access room above grade. The DGFOSV
house fuel oil tanks and transfer pumps. The DGFOSV are buried in the structural
back-fill. The embedment depth to the bottom of the 2 ft thick mudmat is
approximately 45 ft, the maximum height from the bottom of the mudmat is
approximately 61 ft, and the basemat dimensions are approximately 81.5 ft by 48 ft.
Properties of the backfill are described in Section 3H.6.5.2.4.

A summary of the extreme environmental design parameters is presented in Table
3H.9-1. See-SectiOn_-3.11 for hurricane wind and hurrcane generated missies.

3H.7 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Tunnel

:STPEP_ b -
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3H.7.2 Summary

The thickness of the exterior walls and roof slabs are more than the minimum required to
preclude penetration, perforation, or spalling due to impact of design basis tornado and
hurricane missiles.

3H.7.4.1 34% Design Codes and Standards

3H.7.4.3.3 Extreme Environmental Loads

Extreme environmental loads consist of loads generated by tornado, SSE
earthquake, extreme snow, and flooding. A summary of the extreme environ-ental
de~sign parameters is presented in table 3H.9-1. See Section 3H.1 1 for hurricane
'winds aid hurricane generated missiles.!

3H.7.5.3.4 Stability Evaluation

The DGFOT stability evaluations are performed for the.various load combination.listed
in Section 3H.7.4.5. The DGFOT factors of safety against sliding, overturning, and
flotation are provided in Table 3H.7-2. For sliding and overturning evaluations, the
100%, 40%, 40% rule was used for combination of the X, Y, and Z seismic excitations.

Restraints are provided around the Access Regions to limit movement and rotation
due to a tornado o ica missile.

ýkl 1_Deis-ign fo r Site-S_ p-e cific H ia n. eWinds and Missiles
Regulatory Guide 1.221 "Design-Basis Hurricane and HlurricaneMissules for Nuclear

Power Plants," October 2011, provides u idance for designing -structures for hurricane
,wmd and hurrican!e generated missiles-

ffhe STP site-specific design-basis~ hurricane wind sp eed and resulting hurricane,
generated missie pectrumw ere determined in accordance with Regulatory Guýid
Li1.221, as shown in Table 2.0-2 and described in Subsection 3H. 11. 1.

Design requiementsnd excetptions related to design basis tornado wind speed and
corresponding missiles where noted throughout the FSAR are also applicable to the
hurricane wind and hurrticane generated missiles:
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-3H.11.1Hurricane Parameters, Loads and Load Combinations

Parameters

"Maximum hurricane wind s pted (1o Tal .- )..........20mh(3 kmi/h),

"Hurricane missile spectr~um-.

Per Tables 1 and 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.221, ,the hurricane mi~ssile spectrum and
velocities corresponding to maximumn hurri cane wind speed of 210 mnph (338 kmn/h) ar~e
as follows:

Loads

The following hurricane load effects are considered in -theesign-

(1-)_Hurricane Wind Pressure (Wh),

Unlike tornamEdo wind pressures, there is noreuction in-wn pressures
urricane wind pressures vary along the

height of the'structure; whereas, tornado wind pressures are considered uniform
along the height of the structure. Hurricane wind pressures are Computed sn
the procedure described in Chapter 6 of ASCE 7-05, in ~conjunction with the
maximumn wind sp~eed defined above~ and the following parameters'.

" Exposure Ca e o y .......... .. ... . ......

" Im p o rta n c e.fa to r..................... ..... 1 .15g

aVelocity p u ee ca per 7ble 6-3,

" T opog~ ph i~c factor ..... X ............ ... .............!........1 0
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(2) Hurricane Missilei Impact (Wmh),

Structures are evaluae for the effects o urcn isleipc urcn

missile imn pact effects are evaluated for the following two conditions:

(a) For concrete barriers, local damage intermns of penetration,Sperforation, and
spalling, is evaluated using the TM 5-855-1 formula (,Reference 3.6-1). For
ste barriers, local ~damage prediction is promdusing the Ballistic
R~esearch Laboratory (BR L) formula _(eference 3H.6-2).

(br Global overall damage evaluations are performed ia manner similar to that
f or tornadol•bads in accordance with Revision 3 of SRPw3.5.3 * hhhese

S1evaluiations, the hurricane load cWthm is included in c th o wth other
7ap~plicable loads.____________

For any critical missile hit location considered, the structure is analyzed for the
resulting equivalent static load due to hurricane missile impact in conjunction with
hurricane wind pressure. The resulting induced forces and moments fromn thris
~analysis~ are combined with the induced forces and moments duedt other~
applicable loads within the load combination to determine the total demrand fr
design of the structural elements.,'

Loadý om-bi nafo-ns

Notations,
S =Normal allowable stress for allowable stress dlesign method!

dRequired rstrength for strength_ ddesign method
Dn=-Dead load

F=Load due to weight and pressure of fluid with well-defined densitj and
ontrolab height;

S .....................p..ess -ad groundwater effects under normal g
conditions

L = Live load____
= Piping and equipment reaction under normal operating condition (excluding

.dead load, thermal expansion and seismic).
To Normal otherma expans on loads from piping and equipment

vth -Total hurricane load, including missile effects
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Load Combinations

Structura ISteel:

i 6Nte )- -- -b+ L + F +i Ro +- To-- Ah o

N 1:The h stress limit coefficient I shear shall not eixceed1.n members and bolts!1

'Reinforced Concrete:

U D +L + F +H + fRo + To + Wth

11. 2 Evaluations for HurricaneDesign

Local Evaluations

Local evaluations consist of the followingj
Local damage evaluation in terms o perforation, ainssng
described in Subsction 31.11.1.

Flx ralad sercpitevluation of the panel impacted by th~e hurricane
missile considering the total hurricane load (Wth) in conjunction with all1 oth
applicablelodas peer load combinations in Subsectin 31-1 .•1 .1..

Global Evaluations

,Global evaluatons-- consistof the following:,
I* The structure, in its entirety, is evaluated for the total hurrane load (vn

conjunction with all other applicable loads per load combinationsin SUtsectiet
3H.11. .1*
The slidin~g and overturning stability ofthestruicture is evalu~ated considering te
total hurricane load (Wth) in conjun~ction withi all other aplcbelas heload
co mbinati~on and ith required safety factor for this sability eval uation are, s,
follows:

ta bility load combination: D + H + Wth

M Required Safety Factor for sliding and overturning =11
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3H.1 1.3 Structures Designed for Site-Specific Hurricane

Seismic Cateqorv I ~Struictures

The following Seismic Category I structures are designed for site-specific hurricane
loads:

Nn-Seismici Category I Strctfures

The following Non-Seismic Category I structuireswith potential interaction with Seismic
Category I structures are designed for site-specific hurricane loads

3H.1 1.3.1 Hurricane Evaluations for the Reactor Building

The Reactor Building was evaluated under hur~ricane loading for local damage,
panel capacity, global effects, and stability.

The m~inimiLrm required wall thicikness to prevent penetration, perforaftion, and
scabbing~ is 15.4in~ches (391 mm). The miinrimum wail thickness~ of the React~or
Building is 1~6.7 inches (425 mmr~). The minimum require~d roof thickness to
prevent penetration, perforation, and scabbing is 11.4 inches (290 mm). The
miiu rothcnsofheRactor Building is 13.2 inches (335 mm).

Based on the DCD design for tornado wind and missiles per DCD Tier 1 T~able
5.0, the Reactor Building exterior wall and slab panels ~are adequate for site-
specific hurricane wind and missiles.
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the seismic loading. Therefore, the hurricane loading has no impact on the
'global design or stability. See Table 3H.1-23 for Reactor Building stability.

3H.1 1.32 Hurricane Evaluations for the Control Building

The Control Building was evaluated under hurricane loading for local dam>age,
panel capacity, global~ e~ffectsand stability.

The minimumi require ewall thickness to prevent pen•tration, perforation, and
scabbing is 1 5.4 inches (391 mm). The minimumn wall thickness of the Control

Iuilding is 23.6 inches (600,mm). The minimum requiredroof thickness to
prvn eertoproain and scabbing is 11 .4 inche~s (290 mm). The
minninmum rooefthickness sof th' e Control Building is 15.75 inches (400 mm).

Based on the DCD design for tornado wind and missiles per DOD Tier 1 Table
5.0, the Control B•ilding exterior wall and slab panels are adequate for site-
specific hurricane wind and missiles.

The global hurricane wind pressure on the Control Building is enveloped by thie
global tornado wind pressure. A comparison of the seismic e versus thie
total hurricane sh~ear on the Control Building shows that the hurricane load is
significantly less than the seismic adin6g. Therefore, the hurricane loading has
no impact . rnthe glob~al design.

The factors of safety against sliding and overturning for th'e huirrican~e load
combination are reported in Table 3H.2-5.

3H.II .3.3 Hurricane Evaluatons for the RSW Piping Tunnels

he RSW Piping Tunnels were evaluated under. hurricane loading for local
damage, p effects, and stability.

The minimum required wall thickness to prevent pnetration, perforation, and
scabbing• is 15.4inch•s (391 mm) The minimum wall thickness of the RSS
Piping Tunnel is 36 inches (914 mm). Th~e minimum required roof thickness to
prevent penetrationj perforation, an~d scabbing is 11.4 inches (290mnm). The
minimum roof thickness of the RSWePiping Tunel is 24 inches (61..0 mm). .

Based on the UHS/RSW Pump House, DGFOSV an DGFOT panel designs
forsite-•pecific hurricane wind and missiles, the RSW Piping Tunnel exterior
wall and slab panels ar•e adequate forsitespecific hurricane wind and missiles.

The global hurricanewind pressure on, the RSW Piping.Tunnel is enveloped.by
the global torna~do wind pressure used for design f thestructure.

The factors of safety against sliding and ov~erturning fo~r the hurricane load
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cormnbinatj are reported in Tabl 3H 6-16.

3H.1~1.3.4j Hurricane Evaluations for the UHSIRSW Pumnp House

The UHS/RSW Pump House was evaluated under hurricane loading for local
damageý,panel capacity,_global effects, and stability.

iThe minimum required wall thickness to prevent penetration, perforation" and
scabbing is 115.4 inches (391 rmm). The minimum wall thickness of the
UHS/RSW Pump House is 24 inches (610 mm). The minimum required roof
thickness to prevent penetration, perforation, and scabbing is 11.4 inches (290
mm). Therniniim uroof thickness~ofthe H/S upHqs is 18 incheA
(457_mm).!

The results of a panel evaluation for hurricane generated missile impacts
,UHS/RSW Pump_ House are presented in Table 3H,1 1-11.1

The global hurricane wind pressure on the UHSIRSW Pump House is
en9veloped by the global hurricane wind pressure used for design of the
structure.l

The of safety'against sliding and overturning forthe hurricane load
combination are reported in Table 3H .6-5:

H.1 1.3.5 Hurricane Evaluations for the DGFOSV

The DGFOSV was evaluated under hurricane loading for local damage, panel
calpacity, global effects, and stab ility.

The minimum reqUired wall thickness to prevent penetration, perforation, and
scabbing is 15.4 inches (391 mm). The minimum wall thickness of the

DGFOSV is 24 inches (610 mm). The minimum required roof thickness to
prevent penetration, perforation, and scabbing is 11.4 inches (290 mm)._The
minimum roof thickness of the DGFOSV is 18 inches (457 mm)_r

Th e resultsof a panel evaluation for hurricane generated missie mpacts on
DGFOSV are presented in Table_3H.1 -2.

The globa~l hurrcane wind pressure on the DGFOSV~ is enveloped by the global
tornado wind pressure used for design of the structure,

The DGFOSV was assessed for hurricane loads using, finite element a i_

and the design results are included in Table 3H.6-11' ....

The factorsof safety against sliding and over•urnng for the _hurricane load
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IM19i Miat~ionreeo l~be 3QH.- L12.ý
H.13.6 Hjurrica-n-e- Evauations frte .DG T

Thie IIDGF@TF.wa''au--t'zd-i'Vd'!h'--r
capacity global efrects-, and stability.

The mn~ihmumn required wall thickne~ssto.
scabbing is 15.4 inches (391 mm). The
is 24 .ihche (610 mm)-. The minimum,-re
penet'ratidn, perforation, andgscabbing-,iý

anlodin g forl lo calI daa, -parnell

prevent penetration, perfo'ratibn-,` and
,minimum wall thickness of the IDGFOT
quire 'djr )f th ick~ness t~o-pr~even~t!

-1 I A ~
1HII -Z k V

Q36Tpt-iiiickness~e OT~eLj r~iiv~eincesjo 10 mm fr).

Th reut of aaelealujation forý,ý hrricaejne rated'MYissýile ýimpacets onth e
GFSTare prsete in Table 3W 13.

Thefacorsof s'afety, againist liig n overturning for the hurri-cane loa

3SH.1 1.3.7 Hurricane Evaluations forNon-Selsmi iCategory I , Struictures
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: 4 rote nn seii mic Category IStres

The passage ofhurricanegenerated missiles throug openings in theg oo slabs ahd
exterior walls is prevented by the6 use of missil~e-proof covers and doors, or the
trajecto ofrnissiles through the opening is limited by labyrinth
prevent safety-related sbtuursand cornponents wallsbeingnimpac ed.

Iubtrutujditt it
In diin h following features areifon pheovided for the <yHS/RSW Punp House fan
enloue corparments:

*Teair intake6s for each fan enclosure compart~ment are located at he otto of
the enclosure and a configured to eliminate thetrajectory of hurricane missiles
into the enclosures, thereby preventing damage to safety-related components.__

---Heavy steel grating, which is supported by structural steel beams, is installed at the
top of each fan enclosure compartment. This grating allows for the passage of a!i
out of the compartment and prevents the intrusion of hurrican6 missiles.
spacing of the grating bars is 15/16 inch to prevent entneofa inch
solid steel sphjere missile.:
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Table 3H.1-23 Factors of Safety for Foundation Stability*

Overturning Sliding Floatation

Load Combination Req'd. Actual Req'd. Actual Req'd. Actual

D + F' 1.1 m2L 2.24

D + L, + F + H + E, 1.1 490 1.1 1.11

Here:
F = Buoyant Forces from Design Ground Water (0. 61m Below Grade)
F' = Buoyant Forces from Design Basis Flood (0.4mw9ow 1.83m Above Grade)
H = Lateral Soil Pressure
Lo = Live Load Acting During an Earthquake (Zero Live Load is Considered).
Ess = SSE Load
D = Dead Load

* Based on the calculation for shear forces due to tornado loads, it was found that it is less than 10% of

the shear forces due to the seismic effects. Hence it was concluded that the load combinations
comprising of wind and tornado loadings will not be the governing load combinations for the evaluation of
overturning and sliding effects of the RIB stability and therefore, were not evaluated. In addition, based or
the calculation for shear forces due to hurricane loads, it was found that it is less than 10% of the shear
forces due to the seismic effects. Hence it was concluded that the load combination comprised of
hurricane loadings will not be the governing load combination for the evaluation of overturning and slidirin
effects of the R/B stability and therefore, was-not evaluated.
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Table 3H.2-5 Stability Evaluation-Factors of Safety

Load Overturning Sliding Flotation

Combination Required Actual Required Actual Required Actual

D+F' - - - - 1.1 4--421.30

D+F+H+W 1.5 2.79 1.5 2.74 - -

D+F+H+Wt 1.1 2.66 1.1 2.69 - -

D+Lo+F+H'+E'** 1.1 123* 1.1 1.14 -

_____Wt M-E1.2:2 K#1 Q

* Based on the energy technique
** Zero live load is considered.
F' = Buoyant Forces from Design Basis Flood (1.83m Above Grade)
Load W.. is defined in Subsection 3H. 1••.1.
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Table 3H.6-5 Factors of Safety Against Sliding, Overturning, and Flotation for UHS Basin
and RSW Pump House

Calculated Safety Factor
Load Combination Notes

Overturning Sliding Flotation

D+F' --- --- 1.77

D+H+W 2.15 11.5 --- 2,3

D+H+Wt 2.11 7.2 ---
D +Hi+ E' 1.47 1.11 --- 2,3,4,5,6

Dj+ H+W~ \NII 2.1_ 8=5____7___---____In

Notes:
(1) Loads D, H, H'; W, Wt, and E' are defined in Subsection 3H.6.4.3.4.1. F' is the buoyant force

corresponding to the design basis flood. Whd Wis defined in Subsection 3H. 1.11
(2) Reported safety factors are conservatively based on considering empty weight of the UHS Basin.

(3) Coefficients of friction for sliding resistance are 0.3 under the RSW Pump House and 0.4 under the
UHS Basin> •

(4) The calculated safety factor for sliding requires less than half of the available passive pressure to be
engaged for sliding resistance.

(5) The seismic values considered for stability are based on the full basin case and the empty basin
case.

(6) The seismic sliding forces and overturning moments from SSI analysis are less than the seismic
sliding forces and overturning moments used in the stability evaluations.
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Table 3H.6-12 Factors of Safety Against Sliding, Overturning, and Flotation for Diesel
Generator Fuel Oil Storage Vaults

Calculated Safety Factor
Load Combination Notes

Overturning Sliding Flotation

D + F' - --- 1.28 2,3

D+H+W 1.5 5.84 --- 2,3,4

D + H + Wt 1.41 19.75 --- 2,3

D+H'+E' 1.1 1.1 --- 3,4,5

D +H + Wth 1.ý1.34--3

Notes:
(1) Loads D, H, H', W, Wt, and E' are defined in Subsection 3H.6.4.3.4.1. F' is the buoyant force

corresponding to the design basis flood. 'Load V', i i :defin.ed in Sub.ecti on.3H.1.1.1.
(2) Reported safety factors are conservatively based on considering empty weight of the fuel oil

tank.

(3) Coefficients of friction for sliding resistance are 0.58 for static conditions and 0.39 for dynamic
conditions for the Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Vault.

(4) The calculated safety factors consider less that-than full passive pressure. The calculated
safety~factors increase if full passive pressure (Kp = 3.0) is considered.

(5) The seismic sliding forces and overturning moments from SSI and SSSI analysis are less than
the seismic sliding forces and overturning moments used in the stability evaluations.
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Table 3H.6-16 Factors of Safety Against Sliding, Overturning, and Flotation for Reactor
Service Water Tunnel
Calculated Safety Factor

Load Combination Notes
Overturning Sliding Flotation

D+F' --- --- 1.18

D+H+W 2.29 50.76 ---

D + H + Wt 2.23 21.31 --- 2

D + Hi + E' 1.1 1.29 --- 2,3,4

D +Wh1.10 1.23 --- 2,3__ __ __ __ _

Notes:
(1) Loads D, H, H"P W, Wt, and E' are defined in Subsection 3H.6.4.3.4.1. F' is the buoyant force

corresponding to the design basis flood. LoadWis defined in Subsection 3H.112.1.
(2) Coefficients of friction for sliding resistance are 0.45 for static conditions and 0.30 for dynamic

conditions for the RSW Tunnel.

(3) The calculated safety factors consider less than half of the full passive pressure. The calculated
safety factors increase if full passive pressure (Kp = 3.0) is considered.

(4) The seismic sliding forces and overturning moments from SSI and SSSI analysis are less than the
°seismic sliding forces and overturning moments used in.the stability evaluations.,
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Table 3H.7-2 Factors of Safety against Sliding, Overturning and Flotation for DGFOT

Load Calculated Safety Factor Notes
Combination Overturning Sliding Flotation

D + Fb --.--- 1.70

D + H + W 1.58 3.47 --- 2, 3 (Sliding Only)

D + H + Wt 1.10 1.10 --- 2,4

D + H'+ E' 1.30 1.28 --- 2,3,5

D:+:H+;LWyth El 1.1 ______________

Notes:
(1) Loads D, H, H', W, Wt, and E' are defined in Section 3H.7.4.3.4. Fb is the buoyant force

corresponding to the design basis flood. LoadWhis defined in Subsection 3H.1. 11

(2) Coefficients of friction for sliding resistance are 0.58 for static conditions and 0.39 for dynamic
conditions for the Diesel Generator Fuel Tunnel.

(3) The calculated safety factors consider the full passive pressure.

(4) The minimum calculated safety factor against sliding and overturning for tornado wind is 2.32. For
tornado wind in conjunction with tornado missile, subsequent detailed design of the restraints for
the Access Regions will provide sliding and overturning safety factors greater than 1.10.

(5) The seismic sliding forces and overturning moments from SSI and SSSI analysis are less than the
seismic sliding forces and overturning moments used in the stability evaluations.

YThe minimum calculated safety factor against sliding and overturning for hurricane wind is 1.23. For
hurricane wind in conjunction with hurricane missile, subsequent detailed design of the restraints for
the Access Regions will provide sliding and overturning gsafetyfactors greater than 1.10.
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rabeH. u lepact Evaluations for UHSIRSW.Pum pHous

Minimum Required Thickness to Prevent Penetration, Perforation, and

LocalCheck UHS / RSW Pump House Scabbing = 15.4"

Walls and Roof
Minimum Provided Thickness = 18"

Shear Controls.
Roof Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor (DLF) = 161 Kips

RSW Pump Minimum capacity = 188 Kips
House Shear Controls.

Walls Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor (DLF) = 1566 Kips
Overall Check Minimum capacity = 1732 Kips

of
Impacted Flexure Controls.

Fan Enclosure Walls Ductility demand = 2.1
Ductility limit = 10

UHS
Shear Controls.

Basin Walls Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor (DLF) = 1024 Kips
Minimum capacity = 1130 Kips
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Table 3H4.11-2 Hurricane Missile impactEvaluaionfo
Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage_ Vault

Minimum Required Thickness to Prevent Penetration, Perforation,

Local DGFOS Vault and Scabbing = 15.4"

Check Walls and Roof
Minimum Provided Thickness = 18"

Impacts where Shear Controls.
Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor = 445 Kips
Minimum capacity = 613 Kips

Roof
Impacts where Flexure Controls.
Ductility demand < 1.0
Ductility limit = 10

Shear Controls.
Overall Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor = 227 Kips

Check of Protection Minimum capacity = 534 Kips
Impacted Hood
Element The minimum capacity is based on the inclusion of the following

shear reinforcement:
- #3 bars spaced at 6" o.c. in both directions

Shear Controls.

Walls Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor = 1126 Kips

(Excluding Walls Minimum capacity = 1202 Kips

9, 10, &16) Maximum impact load and minimum capacity based on largest

ratio of impact load to capacity.
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Lrable 3H.11-2 Hurricane Missile Impact Evaluation for
Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Vault (Continued)

Short Access
Room Walls
(Walls 9 & 10)

Shear Controls.

For Vertical Beam Shear:
Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor = 415 Kips
Minimum capacity = 487 Kips

For Horizontal Beam Shear:
Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor = 385 Kips
Minimum capacity = 620 Kips

Shear ties are required to withstand a missile strike near the top
panel support. See Table 3H.6-11 and Figures 3H.6-176B and
3H.6-180B for reinforcement size and location.

Overall
Check of
Impacted
Element

Entry Way Wall
(Wall 16)

Shear Controls.

For Vertical Beam Shear:
Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor = 507 Kips
Minimum capacity = 625 Kips

For Horizontal Beam Shear:
Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor = 457 Kips
Minimum capacity = 620 Kips

Shear ties are required to withstand a missile strike near the top
and bottom panel supports. See Table 3H.6-11 and Figure 3H.6-
208 for reinforcement size and location.

Notes:
(1) See Figure 3H.6-141 for location of Walls 9, 10, and 16.
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Table 3H.11-34Hurrcane Missile Impact Evaluation for Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Tunnel

Minimum Required Thickness to Prevent Penetration,
DGFOT and Access Perforation, and Scabbing = 15.4"

Local Check Regions
Walls and Roof

Minimum Provided Thickness = 24"

Shear Controls.
Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor =

DGFOT Roof 302 Kips
Minimum capacity = 1058 Kips

Overall
Check

of
Impacted Shear Controls.
Element Maximum impact load including Dynamic Load Factor

(DLF) =420 Kips

Access Region Walls Minimum capacity = 821 Kip3s

The minimum capacity is based on the inclusion of the
following shear reinforcement:
- #3 bars spaced at 6" o.c. in both directions
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Table 3H.9-1 Extreme Environmental Design Parameters for Seismic Analysis, Design,
Stability Evaluation and Seismic Category 11/1 Design

Structure Seismic Analysis

SSI SSSI

Input Motion Soil Type Structural Input Motion Soil Type
Damping for

Generation of
ISRS

Diesel Envelope of DCD 4% for all SSI Site-Specific Site-Specific
Generator Fuel Amplified"1' & analysis cases SSE

Oil Tunnels Site-Specific SSE Site-Specific
(DGFOT) &

0.3g RG 1.60

UHS/RSW Pump Site-Specific SSE Site-Specific 4% for all SSI Site-Specific Site-Specific
House analysis cases SSE

RSW Piping Amplified•' 1  Site-Specific 4% for all SSI Site-Specific Site-Specific
Tunnels Site-Specific SSE analysis cases SSE

Except 7% for
Cracked Case

Diesel Envelope of Site-Specific "4% for all SSI Site-Specific Site-Specific
Generator Fuel Amplified'1 ) analysis cases SSE

Oil Storage Site-Specific SSE
Vault &

(DGFOSV) 0.3g RG 1.60

Radwaste NA NA NA Site-Specific Site-Specific
Building SSE
(RWB)

Control Bldg. NA NA NA NA NA
Annex
(CBA)

Turbine NA NA NA NA NA
Building

(TB)

Service NA NA NA NA NA
Building

(SB)
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Table 3H.9-1 Extreme Environmental Design Parameters for Seismic Analysis, Design,
Stability Evaluation and Seismic Category Il/I Design (Continued)

Structure Design

Structure
Seismic Tornadoj Tornado Flood

Missilesoý
Diesel Envelope of DCD Tornado DCD Missile Flood El. 40' MSL, Water Density 63.85 Ib/ ft

Generator Fuel Amplified(1 ) Wind Spectrum 1 as (above grade)
Oil Tunnels Site-Specific Parameters defined in + Drag Effect 44 psf (above grade)

(DGFOT) SSE (As described Table 5.0 of + Impact of Floating Debris per COLA Section
& in Table 5.0 of DCD/Tier 1 3.4.2

0.3g RG 1.60 DCD/Tier 1) + Wind Generated Wave Action per COLA
(See Note 4) Figure 3.4-1

(only hydrodynamic portion)
UHS/RSW Site-Specific Site-Specific Site-Specific Flood El. 40' MSL, Water Density 63.85 lb/ftW

Pump House SSE Tornado Tornado (above grade)
Wind Missile + Drag Effect 44 psf (above grade)

Parameters Spectrum for + Impact of Floating Debris per COLA Section
(Region II, RG Region II as 3.4.2
1.76 Rev. 1) shown in Table + Wind Generated Wave Action per COLA

2 of RG 1.76 Figure 3.4-1
Rev. 1 (only hydrodynamic portion)

RSW Piping Amplified"1 ' Site-Specific Site-Specific Flood El. 40' MSL, Water Density 63.85 lb/ft6
Tunnels Site-Specific Tornado Tornado (above grade)

SSE Wind Missile . +'Drag Effect 44 psf (above grade)
(See Note 4) Parameters Spectrum for + Impact of Floating Debris per COLA Section

(Region II, RG Region II as 3.4.2
1.76 Rev. 1) shown in Table + Wind Generated Wave Action per COLA

2 of RG 1.76 Figure 3.4-1
Rev. 1 (only hydrodynamic portion)

Diesel Envelope of Site-Specific Site-Specific Flood El. 40' MSL, Water Density 63.85 lb/ft6
Generator Fuel Amplified(') Tornado Tornado (above grade)

Oil Storage Site-Specific Wind Missile + Drag Effect 44 psf (above grade)
Vault SSE Parameters Spectrum for + Impact of Floating Debris per COLA Section

(DGFOSV) & (Region II, RG Region II as 3.4.2
0.3g RG 1.60 1.76 Rev. 1) shown in Table + Wind Generated Wave Action per COLA

2 of RG 1.76 Figure 3.4-1
Rev. 1 (only hydrodynamic portion)

Radwaste 1/2 of 0.3g RG Per Table 2 of Per Table 2 of Flood El. 33' MSL
Building 1.60 SSE RG 1.143 RG 1.143 RW-Ilb Classification
(RWB) for RW-Ila Rev. 2 for Rev. 2 for

Classification, RW-Ila RW-Ila
4% Damping Classification Classification

Control Bldg. IBC 2006 NA NA NA
Annex
(CBA)

Turbine IBC 2006 NA NA NA
Building

(TB)
Service IBC 2006 NA NA NA
Building

(SB)
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Table 3H.9-1 Extreme Environmental Design Parameters for Seismic Analysis, Design,
Stability Evaluation and Seismic Category 1111 Design (Continued)

Structure Design

Stability

Seismic Tornado'¶ Tornado Missiles"'•_ Flotation Coeff. Of
Friction for

Water-
proofing

Membrane

Diesel Amplified"' Site-Specific Site-Specific Tornado Flood El. 40' MSL, Site-Specific
Generator Fuel Site-Specific Tornado Missile Spectrum for Water Density

Oil Tunnels SSE Wind Parameters Region II as shown in 63.85 lb/ft3

(DGFOT) (Region II, RG Table 2 of RG 1.76 Rev. I (above grade)
1.76 Rev. 1) (Note 2)

UHS/RSW Site-Specific Site-Specific Site-Specific Tornado Flood El. 40' MSL, Site-Specific
Pump House SSE Tornado Missile Spectrum for Water Density

Wind Parameters Region II as shown in 63.85 lb/ft3

(Region II, RG Table 2 of RG 1.76 Rev. 1 (above grade)
1.76 Rev. 1)

RSW Piping Amplified"' Site-Specific Site-Specific Tornado Flood El. 40' MSL, Site-Specific
Tunnels Site-Specific Tornado Missile Spectrum for Water Density

SSE Wind Parameters Region II as shown in 63.85 lb/ft3

(Region II, RG Table 2 of RG 1.76 Rev. 1 (above grade)
1.76 Rev. 1) '.

Diesel Amplified"1 ' Site-Specific Site-Specific Tornado Flood El. 40' MSL, Site-Specific
Generator Fuel Site-Specific Tornado Missile Spectrum for Water Density

Oil Storage SSE Wind Parameters Region II as shown in 63.85 lb/ft3

Vault (Region II, RG Table 2 of RG 1.76 Rev. 1 (above grade)
(DGFOSV) 1.76 Rev. 1)

Radwaste Amplified"' Site-Specific Site-Specific Tornado Flood El. 40' MSL, Site-Specific
Building Site-Specific Tornado Missile Spectrum for Water Density
(RWB) SSE, 7% Wind Parameters Region II as shown in 63.85 lb/ft3

Damping (Region II, RG Table 2 of RG 1.76 Rev. 1 (above grade)
1.76 Rev. 1)

Control Bldg. Amplified"' Site-Specific Site-Specific Tornado Flood El. 40' MSL, Site-Specific
Annex Site-Specific Tornado Missile Spectrum for Water Density
(CBA) SSE Wind Parameters Region II as shown in 63.85 lb/ft3

(Region II, RG Table 2 of RG 1.76 Rev. 1 (above grade)
1.76 Rev. 1)

Turbine Site-Specific Site-Specific Site-Specific Tornado Flood El. 40' MSL, Site-Specific
Building SSE Tornado Missile Spectrum for Water Density

(TB) Wind Parameters Region II as shown in 63.85 lb/ft3
(Region II, RG Table 2 of RG 1.76 Rev. 1 (above grade)
1.76 Rev. 1)

Service Amplified"1 ) Site-Specific Site-Specific Tornado Flood El. 40' MSL, Site-Specific
Building Site-Specific Tornado Missile Spectrum for Water Density

(SB) SSE Wind Parameters Region II as shown in 63.85 lb/ft3
(Region II, RG Table 2 of RG 1.76 Rev. 1 (above grade)
1.76 Rev. 1) _____ _____
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Table 3H.9-1 Extreme Environmental Design Parameters for Seismic Analysis, Design,
Stability Evaluation and Seismic Category Il/I Design (Continued)

Structure Design for 11/1
(applicable to the design of lateral load resisting system)

Seismic Tornado*-' Tornado Flood
Missiles _ ___

Diesel NA NA NA NA
Generator Fuel

Oil Tunnels
(DGFOT)
UHS/RSW NA NA NA NA

Pump House

RSW Piping NA NA NA NA
Tunnels

Diesel NA NA NA NA
Generator Fuel

Oil Storage
Vault

(DGFOSV)
Radwaste Envelope of DCD Tornado DCD Missile Flood El. 40' MSL, Water Density 63.85 Ib/ft3
Building Amplified"1 ) Wind Spectrum 1 as (above grade)
(RWB) Site-Specific Parameters defined in + Drag Effect 44 psf (above grade)

SSE (As described Table 5.0 of + Impact of Floating Debris per COLA Section
& in Table 5.0'of DCD/Tier 1 3.4.2

0.3g RG 1.60, DCD/Tier 1) + Wind Generated Wave Action per COLA
7% Damping Figure 3.4-1

(only hydrodynamic portion)

Control Bldg. Envelope of DCD Tornado DCD Missile Flood El. 40' MSL, Water Density 63.85 lb/ftl
Annex Amplified(') Wind Spectrum 1 as (above grade)
(CBA) Site-Specific Parameters defined in + Drag Effect 44 psf (above grade)

SSE (As described Table 5.0 of + Impact of Floating Debris per COLA Section
& in Table 5.0 of DCD/Tier 1 3.4.2

0.3g RG 1.60 DCD/Tier 1) + Wind Generated Wave Action per COLA
Figure 3.4-1

(only hydrodynamic portion)

Turbine 0.3g RG 1.60 DCD Tornado DCD Missile Flood El. 40' MSL, Water Density 63.85 lb/ft3
Building SSE Wind Spectrum 1 as (above grade)

(TB) Parameters defined in + Drag Effect 44 psf (above grade)
(As described Table 5.0 of + Impact of Floating Debris per COLA Section
in Table 5.0 of DCD/Tier 1 3.4.2

DCD/Tier 1) + Wind Generated Wave Action per COLA
Figure 3.4-1

(only hydrodynamic portion)

Service Envelope of DCD Tornado DCD Missile Flood El. 40' MSL, Water Density 63.85 lb/ft'
Building Amplified(1 ) Wind Spectrum 1 as (above grade)

(SB) Site-Specific Parameters defined in + Drag Effect 44 psf (above grade)
SSE (As described Table 5.0 of + Impact of Floating Debris per COLA Section

& in Table 5.0 of DCD/Tier 1 3.4.2
0.3g RG 1.60 DCD/Tier 1) + Wind Generated Wave Action per COLA

Figure 3.4-1
(only hydrodynamic portion)
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Table 3H.9-1 Extreme Environmental Design Parameters for Seismic Analysis, Design,
Stability Evaluation and Seismic Category Il/I Design (Continued)

General Notes:

1) Amplified Site-Specific SSE accounts for the influence of nearby heavy Reactor Building, Control
Building, and/or UHS/RSW Pump House.

2) For stability under tornado loading with tornado missile, restraints are required at top of DGFOT access
regions.

3) NA: Not Applicable

4) Seismic wave propagation for DGFOT and RSW Piping Tunnels is based on site-specific SSE because
their layouts are site-specific.

See Section-3-H.-iI for site-spte-spe hurricane win-d and hurrcane missil-es

6The Radaste Bui oen ding Structure is designed for tornado missiles and hurricane missiles .asdescribed
'The lrg openigs at and above grade are not missile protected.
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COLA Part 7, Departures, Section 3.0, is revised as shown below to describe STP Departure
3.5-2, Hurricane Generated Missile Protection:

TP DEP 3.5-2, Hurricane Generated Missile Prrotection

Descipo;j6R

Regulatory Guide 1.221, "Design-Basis Hurricane and Hurricane Missiles for Nucleajr
Power Plants," issued October 2011, provides guidance for designing structures for'
loads associated with hurricane winds and hurricane generated missiles. Based on the-
guidance provided in this Regulatory Guide, DCD Tier 2 Section 3.5.1.4 has been.
modified to state that tornado/hurricane-generated missiles have been determined to bl
the limiting natural phenomena for the design of structures required for safe shutdown.ý
Based on a comparison of the tornado wind and missile parameters listed in DCD Tierl1
Table 5.0 and the hurricane wind and missile parameters derived from Regulatory Guide
1.221 for STP 3&4 site, the horizontal velocity of the hurricane-generated automobile,.
missile (59.7 m/sec) are also considered for the STP 3 & 4-design since this value
!exceeds the tornado-generated automobile missile velocity listed in DCD Tier 2 Table
2.0-1 (47 m/sec). Also, the parameters of the armor piercing artillery shell missile in the
DCD Tier 2 Table 2.0-1 are slightly different from, and do not bound, the Schedule 40
pipe missile parameters in Regulatory Guide 1.221. No changes are required to the
standard ABWR design parameters provided in Table 2.0-1 for tornado wind speed and
tornado missile spectra as a result of the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide1 .22 1.
As stated in supplemental Section 3H.11, design requirements and exceptions relatedto
design basis wind speed and corresponding missiles, where noted throughout the
FSAR, areclarified toalso be apphlcable to the hurricane wind and hurricane generated
missiles.

Evaluationi Sum~mary

This departure has beenpursuant to the requirements in 10,GFR 52,
Appendix A, Section Vlll.B.5 This departure has no significant impact on the frequency
or consequ~ences ofany.accident or malfunction of an SSC important to safety
previously evaluated. There is no impact on the frequencyior consequences of any ex-
vessel severe accident previously reviewed. This change has no impact onany T6ier1
Tier 2*, Technical Specifications, bases for the Technical Specifications or operational
requie et ifrmation,.

The overall design of structure is not affected by an increase in the automobile missile
velocity and differences between the armor piercing artillery shell missile of the DCD and
the Schedule 40 pipe missile parameters in Regulatory Guide 1.221 since the overali
design is significantly governed by the earthquake and~tornadow'ind loading (300 mph
for tornado wind versus 210 mph for hurricane wind)..

Implementation of the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.221 provides additional
lassurance that the STP 3 & 4 design is capable of withstanding the effects of the most
adverse design basis weather events, including hurricanes. Therefore, this change does
not result in any sgnificant adverse impact to the plant deqsgp
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Based on thisev-aluation .... this departure does not require prior NRC approvals

OLA Part_9, fAAC, is revised to modify ITAAC Tabls3.0-1, 3.0-5, 3.0-17, a 3.0-2
through 3.0-24 to add hurricane wind and missiles to the list of Natural Phenomena.,
Additionally, Tables 3.0-25 through 3.0-27 are added to address hurricane wind and
missiles for the standard lant structures_

3.0 Site-Specific ITAAC

" Design Reports for ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 Components

* Pipe Break Analysis Report for the As-designed Plant

* Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Vaults

• Main Steam Lines Dynamic Analysis

" Seismic Il/I Interaction

" Main Turbine System

* Turbine Building- Seismic Il/I Interaction

" Service Building- Seismic Il/I Interaction

" Radwaste Building- Seismic Il/I Interaction

" Control Building Annex- Seismic Il/I Interaction

Reactor Building - Design for Hurricane

--Control Building - Desin for Hurricane

Reactor Building Stack - Category Il/1 Design for Hurricane
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Table 3.0-1 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)
Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

5. The UHS Basin, Reactor
Service Water Pump
House, and UHS Cooling
Tower Enclosure are
classified as Seismic
Category I. These
structures are designed and
constructed to
accommodate the dynamic
and static loading
conditions associated with
the various loads and load
combinations which form
the structural design basis.
The structural design basis
loads are those associated
with:

(1) Natural phenomena-wind,
floods, tornadoes (including
tornado missiles),
h urricarn es (in-&i-u n-!
hurricane missiles):•
earthquakes, rain and
snow.

(2) Internal events-floods,
pipe breaks and missiles.

(3) Normal plant operation-
live loads, dead loads and
temDerature effects.

5. A structural analysis will be
performed that reconciles
the as-built data with the
structural design-basis.

5. A structural analysis report
exists which concludes that
the as-built UHS Basin,
Reactor Service Water
Pump House, and UHS
Cooling Tower Enclosure
are able to withstand the
structural design-basis
loads.
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Table 3.0-5 Reactor Service Water System (RSW) (Continued)

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

8. The Reactor Service Water 8.(a) A structural analysis will be 8.(a) A structural analysis
Piping Tunnels are performed to reconcile as- report exists which
classified as Seismic built data with the structural concludes thatthe as-built
Category I. These tunnels design basis. Reactor Service Water
are designed and Piping Tunnels are able to
constructed to withstand the design basis
accommodate the dynamic loads.
and static loading
conditions associated with 8.(b) An inspection of the 8.(b) The Reactor Service
the various loads and load Reactor Service Water Water Piping Tunnels have
combinations which form Piping Tunnels will be no openings that would
the structural design basis. performed. permit external flooding
The structural design basis from penetrating the
loads are those associated tunnels.
with:

(1) Natural phenomena - wind,
floods, tornadoes (including
tornado missiles),
hurricanes (incliuding
hurricane missiles).,
earthquakes, rain and
snow.

(2) lhternal events- floods,
pipe breaks and missiles.

(3) Normal plant operation -
live loads, dead loads and
temperature effects.
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Table 3.0-17 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Vaults
Design Commitment I Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1. (a) The Diesel Generator
Fuel Oil Storage Vaults are
classified as Seismic Category
I. These vaults are designed
and constructed to
accommodate the dynamic and
static loading conditions
associated with the various
loads and load combinations
which form the structural design
basis. The loads are those
associated with:

i. Natural phenomena-wind,
floods, tornadoes (including
tornado missiles),_Ihurricanes
(including hurricane missiles5,'
earthquakes, rain and snow.

ii. Internal events-floods, pipe
breaks and missiles.

iii. Normal plant. operation-live
loads, dead loads and
temperature effects.

1. (b) Any access opening in
the vaults below the flood level
will be protected from external
flooding with flood protection
features.

1. (a) A structural analysis will be
performed to reconcile as built
data with the structural design
basis as defined in the Design
Requirement.

1. (b) An inspection of the vaults
will be performed.

1. (a) A structural analysis
report exists which concludes
that the as-built Diesel
Generator Fuel Oil Storage
Vaults are able to withstand
the design basis loads as
defined in the Design
Requirement.

1. (b) The vaults have no
unprotected openings that
would permit external flooding
to penetrate into the vaults.
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Table 3.0-21 Turbine Building- Seismic 11/1 Interaction

Inspections, Tests,
Design Requirement Analyses Acceptance Criteria

The lateral load resisting
system in the Turbine Building
is designed to remain elastic
under the extreme
environmental loads to prevent
the Building from impacting the
adjacent Control Building. The
extreme environmental loads
include:.-W the SSE, tornado
wind, and tornado missile
parameters described in Tier 1,
Table 5.0; hurricane wind and
hurricane rrisslep parameters;
and kb-the loads associated
with the breach of the Main
Cooling Reservoir
Embankment.

a. A structural analysis will be
performed to confirm that the
lateral load resisting system
of the Turbine Building, as
designed and constructed,
meets the Design
Requirements.

b. Inspection of as-built Turbine
Building will be performed to
confirm that the configuration
is consistent with the design.

a. A structural analysis report
exists which concludes that
the lateral load resisting
system of the Turbine
Building, as designed and
constructed, meets the
Design Requirements.

b. As-built configuration is
consistent with the design.
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Table 3.0-22 Service Building- Seismic 1111 Interaction

Inspections, Tests,
Design Requirement Analyses Acceptance Criteria

The lateral load resisting a. A structural analysis will be a. A structural analysis report
system in the Service Building performed to confirm that the exists which concludes that
is designed to remain elastic lateral load resisting system the lateral load resisting
under the extreme of the Service Building, as system of the Service
environmental loads to prevent designed and constructed, Building, as designed and
the Building from impacting the meets the Design constructed, meets the
adjacent Reactor and Control Requirements. Design Requirements.
Buildings. The extreme
environmental loads include?

the SSE, tornado wind, and
tornado missile parameters
described in Tier 1, Table 5.0;
hurricane wind and hurricane
missile parameters;: and kb)-the
loads associated with the
breach of the Main Cooling
Reservoir Embankment.

b. Inspection of as-built Service b. As-built configuration is
Building will be performed to consistent with the design.
confirm that the configuration
is consiktent with the design.
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Table 3.0-23 Radwaste Building- Seismic 11/1 Interaction

Inspections, Tests,
Design Requirement Analyses Acceptance Criteria

The lateral load resisting a. A structural analysis will be a. A structural analysis report
system in the Radwaste performed to confirm that the exists which concludes that
Building is designed to remain lateral load resisting system the lateral load resisting
elastic under the extreme of the Radwaste Building, as system of the Radwaste
environmental loads to prevent designed and constructed, Building, as designed and
the Building from impacting the meets the Design constructed, meets the
adjacent Reactor Building. The Requirements. Design Requirements.
extreme environmental loads
include•_ the SSE, tornado
wind, and tornado missile
parameters described in Tier 1,
Table 51.0 hurricane wind and
hurricane missile parameters;
and lthe oads associated
with the breach of the Main
Cooling Reservoir
Embankment.

b. Inspection of as-built b. As-built configuration is
Radwaste Building will be consistent with the design.
performed to confirm that the
configuration is consistent
with the design.
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Table 3.0-24 Control Building Annex- Seismic 1111 Interaction

Inspections, Tests,
Design Requirement Analyses Acceptance Criteria

The lateral load resisting a. A structural analysis will be a. A structural analysis report
system in the Control Building performed to confirm that the exists which concludes that
Annex is designed to remain lateral load resisting system the lateral load resisting
elastic under the extreme of the Control Building system of the Control
environmental loads to prevent Annex, as designed and Building Annex, as designed
the Building from impacting the constructed, meets the and constructed, meets the
adjacent Control Building. The Design Requirements. Design Requirements.
extreme environmental loads
include:_4{) the SSE, tornado
wind, and tornado missile
parameters described in Tier 1,
Table 5.0, hurriGane wind and
hurricane misl aaees
and~b)-the loads associated
with the breach of the Main
Cooling Reservoir
Embankment.

b. Inspection of as-built Control b. As-built configuration is
Building Annex will be consistent with the design.
performed to confirm that the
configuration is consistent
with the design.
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Table 3.0-25 Reactor Building - Design for Hurricane
Inspectio•Is, Tests,

Design~ Requirement Analyses Acceptance Criteria
The Reactor Building and the~ A structural analysis of the as- A structural analysis report
Diesel Genierator Fuel Oil built R~eac~tor Building and exists which concludes that the
Tuninels (DGFOT are designed DGFOT will be performed as-built, Reactor Biuilding and
and construicted, to withstand which reconciles the as-built DGFOT are able tz ihtn

the loaddueto site-specific data with the Design the loads due to site-specific
hurricane wind and hurricane Requirements. hurricane wind and huiae
missiles.~ missiles.

Table' 3.0-26 Control Building - Design for Hurricane
Inspections, Tests,

Design Requirement Analyses Acceptance ri.teria

The Control Buildin~gis A structuralanalysis of the as A tructual analysis report
designed and constructed to built ControlBuilding will be exists which concl•d• s that the
withstand the loads due to site- pelormed mwhich recorbciles the as-built Control Building.is.able
specific hurricane windanid as-built data with theDesign to withstand.the.loads.due to
hurrica~nemissiles. Requirements. site-specific hurricane wind an~d

hurricane missiles.

Table 3.0-27 Rea~ctor Building Stack - Category 11/1 Design for Hurricane

Desl~ l~euli~eenInspections, Tests,
Dein eureetAnalyses Acceptance Criteria

The Reactor Building stack is A structural analysis of the as- A structural analysis report
designed and constructed to built Reactor Building stack will exists which concludes that the
wihtn h od due to site- be performed which reconciles as-built Reactor Building stack

spcfchriaewind and the as-built data with the can withstand the loads due to
hurricane missiles toprevent it Design Requirements. site-specific hurricane wind and
froim impacting the Reactor hurricane missiles to prevent it
Buidin tructure. from impacting the Reactor

Buildig sructure.


